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Letter from the Director
Dear Reader,
I greet you at the beginning of summer; a new season; and a chapter for
Saudi Spanish Center of Islamic Economics and Finance
(SCIEF). During the past five months we have had some exciting
activities being initiated which is why we wanted to start to share with
you through our newsletter that we plan to send out quarterly.
SCIEF was officially inaugurated last December with the conference
“Islamic Finance in the 21st Century” held in Madrid, with the honor of
having H.E. Dr. Ahmad M. Ali, President of the Islamic Development
Bank (IDB Group), Jeddah, Saudi Arabia as our guest speaker, who
Dr Celia de Anca, Director of Saudi Spanish
Center of Islamic Economic and Finance

shared his insight & vision of the future of Islamic Finance and its
increasing importance in economic development in the world today.

Although before that moment, SCIEF had developed a solid ground to position the center in the four areas of its
activities; academic, research, international awareness and engaging with the business community, moreover, in its
short live SCIEF has managed to become a hub in Europe for Islamic Finance, showcasing some of the more exiting
academic and business initiatives in the area.
The success of SCIEF is mainly due to the quality and generosity of our associates as well as institutions. We are
particularly grateful to our main supporters, IE Business School and King Abdul-Aziz Universities, whose presidents
always had the vision and the will to create and support SCIEF. We are to count as association with prestigious
Institutions such as Casa Arabe, the Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms, University Paris 1 La Sorbonne (France), and
Islamic international foundation for economics and finance. We are always grateful at the support of IDB, NBC and AlKhabeer, Spain Invest or the lawyers from Uria and Menedez all who made possible the development of our activities.
The experts associated in our publications, come from more than 17 universities among the most prestigious in the
world, including IE, KAU, UK; Strasbourg University, France ; Henley University, Durham University and Reading UK ,
Spienza Universita Italy, Harvard and Tufts from the USA among others.
They all are key for the success of the very exiting activities we have launched over the past few months; including our
second publication in Palgrave/Macmillan on the role of academics in Islamic Finance, our first PhD Scholarship in
Finance with the thesis focused on Islamic Finance, as well as our first global competition on social impact finance
targeting the youth called “What is Out There?”
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Our vocation is to be a hub, and in this letter recognize
not only our achievements but also we are proud to
disseminate the achievements of our partners and
friends. This newsletter that begins today will hopefully
contribute to make Islamic Finance activities well known
in Europe.
Hope you will enjoy reading this news at least as much
as much as we enjoy collecting them.
Celia de Anca
Director, SCIEF
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Conference Highlights
st

On December 1 , SCIEF held our second conference, Islamic
st
Finance in the 21 century. The event was special because it was
the official inauguration of the Saudi Spanish Center of Islamic
Economic and Finance (SCIEF).
In order to celebrate this event, we focused the conference on role
of Academia in Islamic Finance. As the industry estimates by the
bankers that Shari`a compliant assets rose to $895 billion in 2010
and that number of Shari`a compliant institution has grown to more
than 450. There is a growing need more than ever to have more
and more trained talent, which (that)is why it’s crucial for
academics to come together and discuss the future of education in
this field.
One of the event highlights was from the H.E. Dr. Ahmad M. Ali
Almadani, the President of the Islamic Development Bank (IDB
Group). He shared about the development of the market and how
it’s an opportunity to learn. Other key highlights were from H.E.
Prof. Osama Tayeb (KAU University) and H.E. Prof. Rafael Puyol
(IE University Chairman and Board of Directors).
The conference had a round table from the learned academics on
the role of Islamic Finance in Universities. The panel included: Dr.
Ibrahim Aboulola, King Abulaziz University, Dr. Mehmet Asutay,
Durham University, Dr. Olivia Orozco, Casa Arabe, Dr. Ibrhaim
Cekici, Strasbourg University, Dr. Simon Archer, Henley University
of Reading, and Dr. Igancio de la Torre, IE Business School.
Another highlight of the conference was the presentation of the
book “Islamic Economics and Finance: A European Perspective”.
It was a wonderful event with thoughts from Ms Maria Paz Ramos
Resa, Chief Executive Officer, Invest in Spain and the closing
remarks from Dr. Celia De Anca, IE Business School and Dr
Hesham Bardesi, King AbdulAziz University.

H.E. Dr Ahmad M. Ali Almadani,
President,
Islamic Development Bank
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King Abdulaziz University
(KAU)

Mr. Yasser Yamani, Deputy CEO of CSR Affairs, Dallah
Albaraka,DIALOGUE
visited Islamic Economics Institute, KAU on.
WEEKLY

A team from Saleh Kamel Center for Islamic
Economics, Al-Azhar University, Egypt on visit to
IEI, to enhance further relations between the two
institutions.
SAUD ECONOMY CONFERENCE:
Challenges and Ambitions (May 7-9, 2012)

Islamic Economics Institute (IEI), KAU had some
exciting new activities this year, they have organized
weekly dialogue sessions bringing together some of the
leading thought leaders and practitioner in the field to
speak about:
An Analytical Comparative Study
Economic Justification for Prohibition of Riba
Al-Fadhl and Riba Al-Nasa'a
Theory of Force Majeure in Contingent
Contracts: Presentations and Discussion
New Instrument to achieve Safe Cash Waqf
Evaluation of the Criteria Formation and
Operational Mechanism of Sharia Supervisory
Boards in Islamic Financial Institutions: The
Case of Saudi Arabia
Islamic Banks’ Behavior Towards Financial
Contagion Among Conventional Banks
Some of their key speakers have been Dr. Ahmed
Mahdi Belouafi, Dr. AbdulRahim Al-Saati, Dr. Omar
Zuhair Hafiz, Dr. Abderrazak Belabes, Dr. Ahmed AlIslamboli, Dr. Faisal M. Al-Atbani and Dr. Mahmoud
Sami Nabi.

Globalization has demolished barriers and increased
economic interdependence. This in turn has positive and
negative consequences for national economies. On the
positive side, the rate of investments and capital movement
among states has increased. On the negative side, the recent
global economic crisis, including the US financial crisis and the
debt problems of some EU countries, seriously impacted the
world economy, especially developing economies.
As a reaction to the global economic crisis, governments,
officials of national and international institutions, and academic
institutions have engaged in studying and analyzing the
various aspects of the crisis in order to understand its causes
and consequences and to design strategies for dealing with
the impact. They also seek to be better prepared in case such
crises occur in the future. In addition, they want to evaluate the
impact of the crisis on the economies of the developed and
developing countries and study the challenges they faced and
the solutions they adopted to deal with the new international
economic environment.
The challenges facing the Saudi economy in such an
unpredictable international economic environment led King
Abdulaziz University – represented by the Faculty of Economic
and Administration – to hold a conference titled "Saudi
Economy: Challenges and Opportunities” Under the patronage
of custodian of Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah bin
Abdulaziz. This conference seeks to study the challenges,
opportunities, and aspirations related to the Saudi economy.
For more information here

Chair for Ethics and Financial Norms
The team of the Chair for Ethics and financial Norms (CEFN) participated for the first time to The Forum of Dialogue of
Civilizations held in Jeddah the 21th and 22th April for a special Roundtable on Islamic finance through:
Mr Charles Pierre Pradier: The theory of economic risk: dialogue about cultures.
Mr. Muhammad Umar Chapra: Islam and the economic challenge: Develop intellectual development.
Saad LEHYANI: Influence of Western civilization in the area of the economy, past and present.
Ms. Genevieve CAUSSE-BROQUET: Islamic Business Ethics: the virtues of another paradigm.
Mr. Mohammed ASUHAIBANI: Standards of Islamic banking and financial market stability.
Mr. Ibrahim ABOULOLA: The contribution of Muslim scientists in the construction rules and theories of
economic development.

Videoconferencing
In this globalized world we need globalized solutions. It’s crucial to get various perspectives and with the various
technological solutions that has been made possible. CEFN has launched a monthly videoconferencing series which
includes has the
Islamic Economics Institute – King Abdulaziz University (SAUDI ARABIA)
Saudi Spanish Center of Islamic Economics and Finance – IE BUSINESS SCHOOL (SPAIN)
International Shari'ah Research Academy for Islamic Finance (MALAYSIA)
Every month there are key thought leaders sharing the latest on Islamic Economics and Finance.
Jan Session: Sharia-Based Ethical Performance Measurement Framework”, presented by Mr. Houssem eddin Bedoui.
This model is a framework for Islamic financial institutions, presented numerical formulas which included Global
performance method, means and vector method to calculate global corporate ethics.
Feb Session: “The Islamic Vision of Development in the Light of Maqāsid Al-Sharī‘ah,”, presented by Dr. M. Umar
Chapra, Research Adviser, Islamic Research and Training Institute, Islamic Development Bank, Jeddah. His paper is
focused on five objectives are 1) The human self, 2) Faith, 3) Intellect, 4) Posterity, and 5) Wealth.
June 1stMar
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Session: “The impact of Basel III on Islamic Banks: A theoretical Study and comparison withVol.
Conventional
presented by Mr. Adel Harzi, Head of Capital Management, Dexia Credit Local, Paris, France. He covered the impact
of the new capital requirements and ratios on Islamic banks, Basel III impact on the risk computation of Islamic banks,
and the impact of the profit sharing investment accounts (PSIA) on the risk weighted assets and capital adequacy
computation.
April Session: “Islamic Microfinance: lessons from good and bad practices”, presented by Dr. M. Obaidullah, Islamic
Research & Training Institute, Islamic Development Bank. He talked about, Islamic Approach to poverty Alleviation,
various instruments of Islamic Microfinance in profit and non-profit mode, Microfinance Models such as : Joint-LiabilityGroups (JLG), Self-Help-Groups (SHG), Village-Banks, Credit-Unions, Rotating Savings and Credit Associations
(ROSCA), and Pawning.
May Session: “Creditor-Debtor Relations: Some Issues, Some Proposals”, Prof. Dr. Munawar Iqbal, Professor, Institute
of Islamic Economics, King Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah. Dr Iqbal clarified lender vs creditor and shared 6 principles
of how to improve this relationship.
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Role of Youth in Difficult Times
Interview with H.E. Dr. Rafael Puyol

Youth around the world have been struggling
with unemployment. According to the ILO, it is
estimated that 1 out of 10 youth are
unemployed. We interviewed H.E. Dr. Rafael
Puyol, leading thinker in demography to get
insight view on the future of our youth.
Dr. Puyol says ¨Twenty years ago, things
were different from now. When you went to
university, it would mean you would be
guaranteed a job. But now youth are most
skilled and educated in history, and speak
several foreign languages as well.”
He thinks that the biggest challenge for the
financial crisis has been the destruction of our
youth. The internal emotional battle of not
finding a job destroys them, damaging
severely their dreams and self esteem. In a
sense it’s becoming the loss generation,
because for 3-4 years and the after effects of
this response, has meant they are less
engaged to create alternative solutions.
Dr. Puyols says its crucial for the youth to
develop themselves, even for him, a
accomplished man in his late sixties, he is
developing himself by improving his English
and even spent a month in UK with a host
family to learn it.
Our societies globally need to have a future
with a more robust labor force that fit in the
future of tomorrow. The demography of
Europe is changing, as with the slowdown in
fertility rates, and the number of students in
universities is decreasing. The future youth
need to be prepared.
June 1st 2012

H.E. Dr Rafael Puyol
When we asked him about what he thought
the future of universities would be like. He
said it’s important to focus on teaching
students divergent thinking. Universities need
to be able to offer interdisciplinary topics and
approach to help students think in a new
paradigm.
His advice to youth was “Prepare yourself,
get experience even if that means going
international, train yourself, and grow to
boost economy. But wherever you go, come
back to your home country. They will need
you in the future.”

“PREPARE
YOURSELF,
THIS IS YOUR
FUTURE.”
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PhD Scholarship

What is Out There?
Double
Click &
Watch

This decade has seen some of the lowest interest
rates and lowering standards for lending. High
credit dependency has led to the collapse of some
of the biggest investment banks such as Bear
Stearns and Lehman Brothers. The effects have
rippled across industry, leading to massive layoffs
and drastic consumer spending. Recently, with the
Greece bailouts, it makes us more and more
aware that our conventional system is increasingly
unstable; with the periodic crises that requires
massive bailouts. Excessive debts and leveraging
multiplier contribute to this problem.
We believe that alternative financing can
contribute to finding a solution to this problem.
Therefore SCIEF has launched the first
scholarship Program for a candidate to study a
PhD in Management specialized in Finance with
IE Business School as we want to invest in
researching the future of alternative finance. The
candidate will have to follow the general courses
for the PhD program. In the dissertation period,
the candidate will be able to specialize on Islamic
Finance and do the dissertation on a topic from
the area.
IE Business School is considered one of Europe's
leading business schools by international journals
like Financial Times, The Economist, Wall Street
Journal or América Economía. The doctoral
programs at IE Business School equips a new
generation of academics and researches with
cornerstones in Management as well as in
methodology.
The scholarship program covers the tuition and
living costs (€ 17.500/year) for one PhD student
and research grants for DBA students to publish
papers on Islamic Finance.
IE Business School received over 175 candidates.
Currently the PhD program is reviewing the
candidates and we look forward to showcasing a
new candidate soon.

‘What is out there?’ is a call for participants from all
over the world to submit a video and participate in a
competition on how to finance projects through nonconventional ways.
This is SCIEF first initiative to reach out to the youth
and try to build a resource library of various tools and
techniques to help young leaders create our future.
We want to showcase new funding possibilities; some
of these are new ideas such as non-interest related
funding, crowd finance, Islamic Finance and more.
SCIEF Center, with the collaboration of IE Business
School and King Abdul Aziz University, invite you to
share your innovative ideas that could shape how the
world finance systems emerge. All you have to do is
make a short video (3 mins max) that showcases
examples of social impact finance from your
community and around the world. We ask you to be
creative; use videos, photos, drawings, or whichever
visual medium you like in order to transmit your ideas.
We invite you to take part in this competition and
share this opportunity with your network.
Visit our website: www.scief.es
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ISLAMIC ECONOMICS AND FINANCE – A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE
During the “Islamic Finance in the 21st Century”, SCIEF released the latest book called Islamic
Economics and Finance – A European Perspective
The book showcases the learning’s of great scholars, academic and practitioners who gathered in
Madrid to showcase, how the global economic crisis has driven many economists around the world to
see alternative philosophy that can be applied to conventional western markets.
This collection highlights from that conference the perspectives of what can be done post the
conference.
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